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INSPIRE (cont’d)

http://www.inspire.net
LitFinder is the latest addition to the Inspire
databases. LitFinder includes Essay Finder,
Poem Finder, and Story Finder.
·

·

·

Essay Finder is a unique database of
fulltext essays and discursive writing
based on books published in the 20th
century which have been analyzed in
standard library indexes. The essays
focus on the humanities and social
sciences, and include biographies and
literary criticism. Subjects include
literature, history, economics,
sociology, art and architecture,
philosophy, psychology, science and
drama.
Poem Finder is the largest, most
comprehensive and most current
poetry database available. It is
international in scope, and covers
poetry from antiquity to the present. Its
coverage includes wellknown
anthologized poems and complete
works of many poets, with 800,000
poem citations and 85,000+ fulltext
poems.
Story Finder provides thousands of
fulltext short stories plus explanations,
biographies, pictures and more. The
database will be updated constantly
with classic and contemporary stories.

Military FullTEXT provides fulltext from over
330 military and general interest publications.
Designed to bring current news to all
branches of the military. This database also
offers indexing and abstracts for over 370
magazines. Some titles included are Military
Review, Parameters, Army Times, and
Defense. Military FullTEXT is an EBSCOHost
database supplied by the Inspire project.

Useful Reference Links
http://www.iuk.edu/library/useful.html
The Indiana University Digital Library Program
has made available an online collection of 19th
century American fiction, 18511875. The
online collection is called Wright American
Fiction and consists of over 1,700 novels and
other works of fiction published between
18511875, with plans to add almost 1,300
more by the end of 2002 to complete the
collection. For more information about the
Digital Library Program and its collections see
http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/index.htm .

New Databases/ Full Text
Access
ERIC E*Subscribe allows online access
to ERIC documents from 1996 – present.
All ERIC documents are in Adobe PDF
format. Older ERIC documents are
available in the IUK microfiche collection.
When searching ERIC on EBSCOHost,
documents in E*Subscribe will have an
active link Fulltext from EDRS which will
open E*Subscribe and the ERIC
document is opened in Adobe. You may
also access E*Subscribe at
http://www.edrs.com.
EEROS
The IUK Library now has access to the
Encyclopedia of Reagents for Organic
Synthesis,
http://www.mrw.interscience.wiley.com/e
ros/index.html. eEROS is the online
version of the encyclopedia which
provides a systematic and exhaustive
coverage of reagents used in organic
chemistry. This encyclopedia is part of
the Wiley InterScience subscription. You
will find a link to this title in the
alphabetical listing of Internet Databases
on the IUK Library Electronic Resources
Web page.
PsycARTICLES is the American
Psychological Association’s (APA) full
text journal article database.
PsycARTICLES contains more than
25,000 searchable fulltext articles from
42 journals published by APA and allied
organizations from 1988 to present. The
database covers general psychology and
specialized basic, applied, clinical, and
theoretical research in psychology.
PsycARTICLES can be searched by
itself. You will also find that the full text
articles are linked to PsycINFO. Both
databases are available in the
EBSCOHost suite of databases.
.

Sanborn Maps
The IUK Library now has access to the
Digital Sandborn Maps, 18671970, for
Indiana. http://sanborn.umi.com The
Sanborn Maps were produced for over a
century and include more than 660,000
maps that chart the growth and
development of more than 12,000 American
towns and cities. Sanborn maps are large
scale plans of a city or town, drawn at a
scale of 50 feet to an inch. They were
created to assist fire insurance companies
as they assessed the risk associated with
insuring a particular property. The maps list
street blocks and building numbers including
numbers in use at the time the map was
made and previous numbers. A link to this
resource is with the alphabetical listing of
Internet Databases on the IUK Library
Electronic Resources WEB page.

Improved Searching
Emerald Library
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/fulltext/ a
collection of electronic journals now has
improved searching. The advanced search
option now includes a drop down selection
box to allow searching by journal title.

Complete List of Databases
For a complete list of IUK Library Internet
Databases please see the alphabetical
listing at:
http://www.iuk.edu/library/alphadb.html

